Abstract. With the development of market economy,the rise of the various modes of transportation, the share of railway transportation in the market showed a declining trend,under the traditional transportation mode, railway freight transportation has been unable to obtain substantial benefits, in the case,it is necessary for railway freight industry to develop modern logistics in Chinese transportation market.Therefore,it is important for railway freight to develop modern logistics.This paper based on the development of rail freight industry in three specific modes of modern logistics: constructing the virtual alliance of railway logistics, establishing regional logistics network, and establishing the national logistics network. Application of fuzzy evaluation method is to railway freight develops modern logistics to select specific path of empirical analysis,taking Beijing Railway Bureau Fengtai Freight Center for instance,by constructing the evaluation index system selection for railway freight industry developing modern logistics strategy provides a quantitative basis.
Specific problems existing in rail freight transport
The logistics service of the existing freight station is the simple transport, covering the simple storage and other simple services. the traditional logistics services, such as the shortcomings of the main include:
(1) large quantities of goods occupy the main position; (2) the competitiveness of the goods loading and unloading, and storage is not strong; the goods loading and unloading, and storage aspects of competitiveness is not strong; (3) the various logistics services are isolated and scattered; (4) limited scope of logistics services.
The choice of modern logistics development strategy of railway freight transportation industry
In this paper according to the three kinds of logistics development mode, namely the construction of railway logistics alliance, Regional Railway Group and the National Railway Group. Firstly, we build evaluation index system of modern logistics development model of railway freight, and use the method of analytic hierarchy process the corresponding weight value, then using fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to select the developing mode that the railway freight enterprises to develop modern logistics.
Combined with the current situation of railway freight transportation development, the evaluation index system of modern logistics development strategy of railway freight as shown in figure 1. Strategy evaluation. According to the strategy of the development of modern logistics and the evaluation index system of the railway freight industry, the main process of strategy selection is as follows:
(1) According to the evaluation index system established above, to make the railway freight industry logistics model selection hierarchy chart, as shown in figure 2 .
(2) The evaluation index system was evaluated by the 1-9 method of AHP method. In order to get a scientific score, we consulted the relevant experts of Fengtai Railway freight center. 
The concrete calculating process and results are shown in Table 1 . After adjustment, CI and CR of all levels are less than 0.1, so the consistency of the test is passed.
(4)Overall hierarchial sequencing. According to the calculating formula of the comprehensive importance, the weight value of each first-class index is calculated with respecting to the total target.
The calculating formula of the comprehensive importance: Importance of scheme C1 (weight)=0.3229 Importance of scheme C2 (weight)=0.5198 Importance of scheme C3(weight)=0.2763 Importance of scheme C4(weight)=0.5198 Weight calculating results of evaluating Index of railway freight industry logistics mode are shown in Table 2 . Thus, in the current operating mechanism, the optimal model that Fengtai freight station develop modern logistics is constructing virtual logistics alliance. This is related to the environmental factors,and other factors, such as the financial conditions, technical conditions and other factors. In the rapid development of the economy, in order to achieve the overall integration, large-scale and systematic operation, Rail freight will gradually develop into a Group enterprise.
Summary
The development of modern logistics in railway freight transportation is a part of freight transportation reform. We can see that achieving the modern logistics development across the Bureau still have some limitations through analysis of the three models.For example, environmental factors such as system conditions, and other factors, such as the funding conditions, technical conditions and other factors.
This article has carried on the discussion and the research mainly from the macroscopic aspect for the mode of railway freight industry developing modern logistics. Provide qualitative and quantitative support for railway freight developing modern logistics.We hope that railway freight developing modern logistics can better meet the needs of social development, and promote economic development.
